
 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

Quality and Compliance Officer – Hamilton based  
 

About the company  
Our clients are an innovative and fast-growing business supplying natural and healthy ingredients to 
food manufacturing clients around the globe. 
 
About the role 
As Quality and Compliance Officer, you will work as part of a close-knit team and be responsible for 
managing regulatory, quality and nutrition documentation and systems. You will also communicate 
directly with clients responding to technical queries and customer complaints.  
 
Your profile 
The successful applicant will be an enthusiastic self-starter who is looking for a role where they can 
make a difference and who is comfortable with the responsibilities that come with the position. You 
will also be a team player with excellent communication and interpersonal skills and a strong customer 
focus. 
 
Applicants should have the following attributes, qualifications and experience: 
 

• Tertiary qualification in Food Science/Technology/Applied Science or similar preferred 

• At least 18 months QA, food safety or regulatory experience gained within the food industry  

• Knowledge of applicable international regulations and standards such as BRC, ISO, FSSC22000, 
HACCP, FDA and FSANZ 

• Quick learner, strong attention to detail and accuracy 

• Highly effective written and verbal communication and problem-solving skills 

• Excellent time management and organisational skills 

• Fluency in Mandarin would be an advantage but is not essential 
 
 
Why come to us? 
We are one of the few recruitment consultancies in New Zealand where consultants have learned the 
trade before joining the recruitment industry and recruiting in their specialist sector.  Therefore, not 
only do we understand the needs of our clients in specific and general technical positions, but we also 
know how to get the best out of you, the candidate, to ensure that you are put forward for the right 
roles in the right locations with the best remuneration packages. 
 
How to apply     
To Apply for this vacancy, please send your CV and cover letter to Franziska Buch at 
franziska@trs.co.nz.  Or if you would like further information on the position then please call her in 
full confidence on 0800 171 000 or +64 4 472 6558 (if calling internationally). 
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